where the supremum is taken over the finite-dimensional fc-subspaces V of A, the infimum is taken over the regular elements be A, and d k (.) denotes GK-dimension over fc. For a detailed discussion of the invariants Tdeg k (.) and d k {.), in particular the latter, we refer to [2] .
In Section 1, we show that, for G f.g. torsion-free nilpotent, one has Tdeg fc (fc(G)) = Tdeg fc (fc [G] ). Here, the inequality Tdeg fc (fc(G))<Tdeg fc (fc [G] ) is clear from the definition of Tdeg (take b to be a common denominator for V); so the interest lies in the reverse inequality. We further define a purely group theoretical invariant, t(G), and show that Tdeg fc (fc(G)) = t(G), thereby reducing the problem of explicitly calculating Tdeg fc (fc(G)) to group theory. Our main technical tool is the so-called Hilbert-Neumann construction which has been extensively used in [3] and [5] . The results in this section are of a fairly general nature. All that is needed here is the fact that G is an ordered group and that (twisted) group algebras of G have classical rings of fractions.
In Section 2, we show that, for G nilpotent of class at most two, the invariant t(G) equals the usual growth degree d(G) of G (see [1] ). In particular, since (k[G] ) for G f.g. torsion-free nilpotent of class at most two. Presumably, the equality t(G) = d(G) holds for all f.g. nilpotent groups, but we have been unable to confirm this. We also include some related results on t(.) and on the GK-dimension of skew polynomial rings. Without loss of generality, we will assume that 1 is the identity of S and we will identify each deD with dleS, thus viewing D as a subalgebra of S. By the Malcev-Neumann theorem, S is a division algebra (see [7, 
Proof. Let x e G R . Then there exists r = r x x + r + e R, where r x eD, r x f 0 and v(r + ) > x. Since D e i ? we can assume that r x = 1. Therefore, if s + R x+ eRJR x+ is arbitrary, say s = s x x + s+ with v(s+)>x then s = s x r (modi? x+ ). This shows that RJR X+ is onedimensional over D, generated by x = x + R x+ , and each element of gr R can be uniquely written as a finite sum X dji, with d^eD. One easily verifies the relations x • y = xeG R y(x, y)xy and dx = xd aM for x, y e G R and deD = Ri/R l+ , where 7 and a are the denning data of S. This proves the lemma.
Our next lemma compares the GK-transcendence degrees of R and of gr R over fc. For reR with v(r) = xeG, we set f = r + R x+ eRJR x+ .
Note that in grR we have LEMMA 1.2. With the above notation, Tdeg fc (J?)>Tdeg fc (gr R).
Proof. Let Wcgri? be a finite-dimensional k-subspace and choose a finitedimensional k-subspace V c R such that gr V contains W, where grV = <f|rEV\{O}) k . space c g ri?.
Let seR\{0} be arbitrary and let s = s + R x+ with x = v(s) be its "leading term" in grR. Then we have s • W s s -g r V = gr(sV) and hence, for all positive integers n,
(s • W Oŵ
here (sV) (rt) denotes the k-subspace of R generated by the products of length at most n with factors taken from sV, and similarly for the other expressions. Therefore,
To see the latter equality, just note that for any subspace U^R we have gr[/ = © UnRJUr\R x+ .
Since seR\{0} was arbitrary, we obtain that
and since W was arbitrary, we finally get the desired inequality Tdeg k (.R) >Tdeg k (gr R).
We remark that in general the above inequality will be strict. For example, let i? = k((X)) = k[Xl x so that G is infinite cyclic and
Our next goal is to give a (semi-) group theoretical expression for the GKtranscendence degree of gr R = D * G R in the case where D = k and the automorphisms a(x) (xeG R ) are trivial. Thus we will consider twisted semigroup algebras k
Let H be a cancellation semigroup. For any finite subset E s H , we let E M , neH, denote the set of elements of H that can be written as products of length at most n with factors taken from E. Set d E (n) = cardE (n) and
where E runs over the finite subsets of H and xE = {xe | e e E}. Note the formal similarity of this expression with the one defining the GK-transcendence degree of an algebra. Indeed, we have the following result. fc-subspace and set E = \J Supp r, a finite subset of H. Now let x e H be arbitrary and
. Every nonzero element of (xV) (rt) has its support in (xE) (n) and we immediately deduce that dimfcCx^^^d^C")-As above, this implies that t(H)> Tdeg k (k y [HJ), and the lemma is proved.
Note that the proof of Tdeg k (fc T [H])<t(H) did not use the ordering of H.
The following is the main result of this section. PROPOSITION 
Let G be an ordered group and let k y [G] be a twisted group algebra of G over k (y.GxG^k' a 2-cocycle). Assume that k y [G] is Ore and let k y (G) denote the classical division ring of fractions of k y [G]. Then
Proof. 
). Since the reverse inequality holds quite generally, we do in fact have equality here. The proposition now follows from Lemma 1.3.
Nilpotent groups of class 2, related results.
In this section, we show that, for G a f .g. nilpotent group of class at most two, the invariant t(G) defined in the previous section equals the usual growth degree d(G) of G. By [1] , d(G) can be computed, for any f.g. nilpotent group G, in terms of the descending central series G = Gi 2 G 2 2 . . . 
nilpotent group of class at most two. Then t(G) = d(G).
Proof. For any group G, d{G) can be expressed as follows
where E runs over the finite subsets of G and d E (n) is defined as in the previous section.
Thus we always have t(G)^d(G).
To establish the reverse inequality it suffices to prove the following assertion.
(*) If E is a finite subset of G which generates G as a group then
Indeed, suppose (*) is true. Choose a finite subset E^G which contains 1 and generates G as a group. Then, for any xeG, the set xE also generates G as a group and we conclude from (*) that lim log n d^in) = d
(G). Therefore, t(G)^d(G). Thus it suffices
to prove (*) for G f.g. nilpotent of class at most 2. 2 ) with Xj, Vj e E. Fix an integer n ^ 0. It is easy to check that, for all k = 0 , 1 , . . . , n 2 , the element fJ-i. k = *"y?zr k can be written as a product, in some order, with n factors x, and n factors y f . For any d 2 By Proposition 1.4, we have Tdeg k (k(G)) = Tdeg| c (fc [G] ) for any f.g. torsion-free nilpotent group G. However, the GK-dimension of k(G) remains mysterious, possibly it is even infinite for G non-abelian. In order to confirm this, it would be enough to prove that d k (k(G) ) is infinite for the discrete Heisenberg group G = (x, y | z = [x, y] is central in G), since any non-abelian torsion-free nilpotent group contains a copy of G. We close with a result which allows one to control the behavior of GK-dimension under a special, fairly mild sort of localization. ) for all n. Now Vi n> is generated by monomials of the form
with Uj e t/, r > 0, i, e Z and ( £ |i, 11 + r < n. By shifting all factors c" 1 to the right, we can rewrite a as follows . Since multiplication with j3 n is injective, we conclude that dim k 
) . The assertion of the lemma now follows easily.
Addendum (28 March, 1983) . I have just received a copy of [6] . Although MakarLimanov only considers the Weyl algebra A 1 and its field of fractions, his arguments can be conveniently adapted to the group algebra situation to yield the following theorem.
THEOREM. Let G be a torsion-free nilpotent group and assume that G is non-abelian. Then, for any commutative field k, the field of fractions k(G) of k[G] contains a free k-subalgebra.
In particular, fc(G) has infinite GK-dimension over k. This answers a question raised in Section 2.
As we have remarked above (in Section 2), it suffices to prove the theorem for the group G = (x, y | z = [x, y] is central in G).
We consider a slightly more general situation. Namely, let K be any commutative field containing an element X.eK' of infinite order and set B K = K[x ±1 , y ±1 ]/(xy-Ayx). Then B K is a central-simple Noetherian K-algebra which is a domain. Clearly, taking K = k(z) and A. = z, we get fc(G) = Q(B x ) and so the theorem is a consequence of the following lemma.
LEMMA. The K-subalgebra of Q(B k ) generated by a = ( l -x ) -1 and ab = ( l -x^d -y ) "
1 is free.
This can be proved by embedding Q{B K ) into the skew Laurent power series ring F k = K(x) * ((y)), where K(x) denotes the field of rational functions over K and with
